Area of specialization supervisors dynamically configure a set of air traffic control resources so that air traffic in the area can operate safely and efficiently. These resources include airspace sectors, air traffic control positions staffed by controllers, and physical air traffic control equipment. In this paper, we motivate and demonstrate an approach for finding multiple advisories that can assist area supervisors as they accomplish this task. The first motivating factor is that a preference for multiple good and also distinct advisories has been documented in similar contexts, including some air traffic management problems. The second factor that motivates our approach is that the model, problem statement, and algorithm used to generate a single advisory are incomplete and do not perfectly represent reality. The third factor, which we speculate is primarily a result of the second factor, is that area supervisors have indicated a preference for multiple (usually two or three) advisories over a single advisory. Area supervisors have further indicated that each proposed advisory should be different from the other proposed advisories. We investigate the set of advisories that perform best according to a particular objective function for some realistic problem instances. The best few advisories are typically not meaningfully different and therefore should not be presented together to supervisors, and this is the fourth and final factor that motivates our approach. Based on these motivating factors, we define a problem statement which requests multiple good advisories that are all sufficiently different from each other. We briefly describe a heuristic algorithm that was developed for this problem. To more concretely illustrate and motivate the proposed approach, we present the advisories provided by this algorithm for a sample problem instance. We also demonstrate that the proposed heuristic can find feasible second advisories for as many realistic problem instances (15 of 18) as a nearly-exhaustive search. When executed on a desktop workstation computer, the proposed heuristic returns advisories for these realistic problem instances in less than one second per problem instance. * Research Aerospace Engineer, Systems Modeling and Optimization Branch, MS 210-15; member, AIAA; michael.bloem@nasa.gov.
I n current air traffic management operations, a set of resources that make up an Area of Specialization (AoS or just area) is configured by an area supervisor so that the air traffic in the area's airspace can operate safely and efficiently. 1 An area configuration specifies how airspace, air traffic controller personnel, and physical air traffic control equipment will be used to control air traffic. Some configurations allocate these resources in a way that facilitates safe and efficient operations. For example, a safe and efficient configuration would not require a single controller to control too many aircraft at once, as this might make the control task difficult. Neither would it ask a controller to control just a few aircraft at once, as this might make it difficult for the controller to remain engaged in the control task. Configurations can be changed, but such changes require that additional tasks be performed by controller personnel, which may degrade the safety and efficiency of the traffic operations in the area for a period of time. It is difficult to model the relationship between area configurations and the safety and efficiency of traffic operations in an area. In spite of these difficulties, some algorithms and tools have been proposed to help supervisors select area configurations. [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] All of these algorithms and tools only suggest part of the area configuration and leave the remaining components for the supervisor to determine. For example, most algorithms do not suggest which physical workstation should be used to control each region of airspace. Furthermore, none of these algorithms provide multiple configuration advisory options for the supervisor to consider. Providing only a single advisory may be problematic because it is difficult for a model to capture all of the components of area configurations and because any objective function will imperfectly quantify the relationship between a sequence of area configurations, predicted traffic, and safe and efficient operations in the area airspace.
In this paper, we motivate and then demonstrate an approach for generating multiple area configuration advisories. The motivation is based on an investigation of related problems in other domains, the difficulty of modeling area configurations and defining an appropriate objective function, subject-matter expert comments, and an investigation of the set of near-optimal advisories according to one objective function for some realistic problem instances. By presenting the supervisor with a set of diverse configuration advisories that all perform relatively well according to an objective function, there is an increased likelihood that one of the advisories will also perform well enough with respect to the objective that really matters: the supervisor's judgment of the safety and efficiency of the area. The approach presented in this paper is an extension of the approach for finding a single advisory proposed in Ref. 8 .
The next section provides background on area of specialization configurations and the model and objective function that make up an approach for finding a single advisory. 8 This approach will serve as the starting point for the new approach proposed in this paper. Next, Section III motivates the new approach by discussing related research, relevant modeling issues, subject-matter expert comments, and characteristics of near-optimal advisories for realistic problem instances. The new approach, which involves finding a set of near-optimal and distinct advisories, is specified in Section IV. Section V briefly describes the heuristic algorithm that was used to generate sample results. Sample results that further illustrate the approach are in Section VI and some results that demonstrate the heuristic algorithm's ability to find appropriate solutions for realistic problem instances are in Section VII. The paper finishes with conclusions in Section VIII.
II. Background

A. Area of Specialization Configurations
Airspace is partitioned into predefined volumes called sectors to facilitate the division of responsibilities between air traffic controllers. Furthermore, each open sector is monitored from a particular workstation consisting of seats for air traffic controllers, a radar scope, plugs for headsets, and other equipment used by controllers to monitor traffic. Which workstation is utilized to monitor an open sector can influence how much work is involved when the open sector is changed by adding or removing sectors from it. A workstation configuration specifies which workstation is utilized for monitoring each open sector in a corresponding airspace configuration. Together, corresponding airspace, operating position, and workstation configurations make up how we model an area configuration (see sub-section II.B for details). Although this model is more comprehensive than any we are aware of, we have chosen not to model some relevant aspects of area configurations, such as the assignment of controllers to operating positions (see sub-section III.B).
An example area and area configuration is now provided to clarify these definitions. The shapes of the five sectors in AoS 4 of Cleveland Air Route Traffic Control Center (ZOB) as of 20 October 2011 are shown in Fig. 1 [47, 49](1)
[46] (2) [45] (2) [48] (2) (b) Sample airspace and operating position configurations.
[48] (2) [47, 49](1)
[46] (2) [45] (2) (c) Sample operating position and workstation configurations. 
B. An Approach for Finding a Single Advisory
The problem of finding multiple configuration schedule advisories will be posed as an extension to the problem statement found in Ref. 8 for finding a single advisory. This problem statement will be referred to as the Configuration Schedule Advisory (CSA) problem.
Decision Variables
The time horizon of the schedule is broken into K + 1 discrete configuration time steps k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , K, each of length ∆ minutes. The configuration time step k = 0 is used for data describing the state of the area at the time an advisory is generated.
The decision variables C that make up a configuration schedule advisory are C k for k ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . , K}, where C k is the advised configuration at configuration time step k. More concretely, a configuration advisory for configuration time step k is 
Data
The traffic situation data T is a set consisting of a configuration time step traffic situation data element T k for each configuration time step k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , K}. Generally, this traffic situation data must contain any predicted air traffic data required to compute the problem objective function. Although many other cost function formulations are possible, the function specified in sub-section II.B.4 for use in this paper requires that T k contain a unique identifier for each flight in each sector at each traffic time step during configuration time step k. Since air traffic characteristics and their impact on controller workload often change faster than airspace configurations, time is discretized into finer traffic time steps of length δ minutes. Let τ (k) be the set of D traffic time steps in configuration time step k. Then T k contains the traffic situation data for each sector during configuration time step k:
Here each T s k is itself a set containing the traffic situation data in sector s at each t ∈ τ (k): T s k = {T s t } t∈τ (k) . Finally, each T s t contains a unique identifier for each aircraft located within s during traffic time step t. Then |T s t | is the sector count for s at t: the number of aircraft located within sector s at traffic time step t. 
Constraints
The configuration schedule advisory C must be in the set C of all valid configuration schedules. Although C could be defined more generally, for this paper it is specified as a set of valid configurations at each configuration time step: C = {C k } K k=0 . Valid configurations in C k must fulfill several fundamental requirements that apply to any problem instance and any configuration time step. Open sectors must be spatially contiguous, for example. Airspace Valid configurations can also be specific to certain problem instances and may apply for all or only a subset of configuration time steps. Configurations containing certain open sectors might be denoted as invalid because they are geographically too large to be displayed clearly to controllers. Other configurations might be invalid for some period of time due to temporary workstation equipment outages. More permanent technological limitations, such as radio frequency coverage issues, may also limit the set of valid configurations. Training sessions may require that certain open sectors be a part of any configuration utilized for certain configuration time steps. The number of available controller personnel can impose an upper bound on the number of operating positions that can be used in a configuration. This list is not exhaustive; any configuration can be removed from consideration during any configuration time step and for any reason.
Objective
The problem objective is to minimize a cost g(C, T ). The cost for a configuration schedule advisory is a sum of the costs incurred by the configuration at each configuration time step in the time horizon:
(1)
For a single configuration time step, the cost is a weighted sum of a single configuration time step static cost and a single configuration time step reconfiguration cost :
where β R is the reconfiguration weight. The static cost penalizes configurations that do not facilitate safe and efficient operations during the configuration time step, such as those that require controllers to control excessively high or low amounts of traffic. The reconfiguration cost penalizes changes in configurations that occur between configuration time steps, particularly those that require controllers to transfer control of many aircraft. These cost functions are complex and involve many parameters; a detailed specification of these costs and suggested parameter values can be found in Ref. 8 . The reconfiguration weight determines the relative importance of these competing types of cost.
Single-Advisory Problem Statement Summary
The Configuration Schedule Advisory (CSA) problem is minimize C={C0,C1,...,CK}
subject to C k ∈ C k , k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , K.
The set C ⋆ CSA (C, T ) ⊆ C is the set of solutions to a CSA problem instance with constraints C and traffic situation data T .
Ref. 8 describes how the CSA problem can be mapped to a shortest-path problem on a time-expanded graph. The origin for the path is dictated by the initial configuration C 0 . Any configuration in C K is a valid destination for the path. Each configuration at a time step is a node in the graph and transitions between configurations in one time step to configurations in the next time step are edges. Node costs correspond to the static cost and edge costs correspond to the reconfiguration cost.
III. Motivation of Multiple-Advisory Problem Statement
Before introducing the multiple-advisory problem statement we have defined in Section IV, the various factors that motivated this problem statement will be explained. The first motivating factor is that a preference for multiple good (i.e. near-minimum-cost) and also distinct advisories has been documented in similar contexts. The second factor is that the model, problem statement, and algorithm used to generate a single advisory are incomplete and imperfect. The third factor, which we speculate is primarily a result of the second factor, is that area supervisors have indicated a preference for multiple (usually two or three) advisories over a single advisory. Area supervisors have further indicated that each proposed advisory should be different from the other proposed advisories. We investigate the set of advisories that perform best according to a particular objective function for some realistic problem instances. The best few advisories are typically not meaningfully different and therefore should not be presented together to supervisors, and this is the fourth and final factor that motivates our approach.
A. Related Research
When an objective function is difficult to specify or the system model is incomplete and imperfect, researchers have proposed presenting decision-makers with multiple distinct advisories. We will show in the next subsection that both of these challenges are encountered when finding area configuration advisories. In this sub-section, we review how researchers working on problems in artificial intelligence, operations research, and air traffic management have addressed these challenges by finding multiple distinct advisories. Although this related research provides motivation for providing users with a diverse set of good advisories, none of the approaches discussed here can be applied directly to the problem under consideration in this paper.
In the context of "planning" in the artificial intelligence domain, Nguyen et al. investigate how to generate a diverse set of plans when user preferences are unknown or when only a distribution over user objective function parameter values is provided. 9 Neither of these cases exactly describe the situation we investigate in this paper, but their work still helps motivate our approach. In general, Nguyen et al. propose presenting the user with options and then allowing the user to resolve uncertainty in the objective function by selecting a solution from the set of options. Similarly, we hope that the user will resolve the impact of unmodeled or imperfectly-modeled components of the area configuration problem by selecting an advisory option that performs well enough when these components are considered.
More specifically, when user preferences are completely unknown, Nguyen et al. suggest presenting the user with a diverse set of plans. If diversity is defined appropriately, diverse plans are less likely to be equally preferred by users, so a diverse set of plans increases the chances that one of the plans in the set will be acceptable to the user. In the area configuration context, an objective function has been defined 8 but is also known to be incomplete and imperfect. Therefore, rather than striving only for diversity, we propose finding set of two to three advisories that is both diverse and in which each advisory performs relatively well with respect to the objective function. The hope is that the diverse advisories will achieve a variety of levels of performance with respect to unmodeled or imperfectly-modeled components of the problem so that at least one advisory will perform well enough when every component of the problem (well-modeled or not) is taken into account.
The planning problems studied by Nguyen et al. are much more general than the shortest-path problems considered in this paper. The algorithms they investigate fail to take advantage of the special structure of shortest-path problems.
However, the search for multiple short and diverse paths has been investigated in the operations research literature. Motivated by the "compromises" or "approximations" inherent in any mathematical model, Bellman studied the problem of finding the k shortest (or lowest cost) paths. 10 This k-shortest paths problem has received considerable attention in the literature, [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] but simply searching for the k shortest paths without considering the diversity of the paths might lead to k similar paths. For the reasons discussed earlier, we seek a set of low-cost advisories (this corresponds to a set of short paths) that are also diverse in a particular way. Furthermore, the investigation in sub-section III.D suggests that the k lowest-cost advisories will often not be sufficiently diverse. Therefore, we are not facing a k-shortest paths problem.
For certain special definitions of diversity, the problem of finding a low-cost set of diverse paths has been studied. [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] For example, Ref. 15 involves finding low-cost paths that share no nodes. The motivation provided in this body of research is often related to robustness-a path from the set should remain available even if some set of nodes or links fails. Unfortunately, none of the definitions of diversity used in this body of research correspond to the type of diversity that matters for area configurations advisories (see sub-section III.C). This is not surprising because we are not concerned with finding a robust set of area configuration advisories. Therefore, this research also does not apply directly.
The need for multiple and diverse advisories has arisen in other areas of air traffic management, typically as a way to resolve the tension between competing objectives. In Ref. 22 , Montoya et al. propose a generalized dynamic programming algorithm that finds the set of Pareto-optimal solutions for a runway scheduling problem. Each solution in the Pareto set achieves a certain trade-off between throughput and delay; no other solution can do better with respect to both throughput and delay than a solution that is in the Pareto set. Since both high throughput and low delay are desirable, this work finds a set of solutions that achieve a variety of trade-offs between these objectives. Similarly, Marceau et al. develop an approach that finds the set of Pareto-optimal solutions for a strategic traffic flow management problem. 23 In this case, the relevant trade-off is between an expected congestion cost and an expected delay cost. In each of these situations, a decision-maker is expected to select a solution from among the Pareto-optimal set, thereby determining an appropriate trade-off between the competing objectives. A tool that suggests Ground Delay Program parameters for San Francisco International Airport provides a primary and two alternative solutions by increasing and decreasing an important program parameter: the program end time. 24 The alternative that is longer than the primary proposed program would have more delay but less airborne holding risk and the alternative that is shorter would have less delay but greater airborne holding risk. This approach is reasonable because of the simple relationship between this single program parameter and the two competing objectives of low delay and low airborne holding risk. When configuring an area, static cost and reconfiguration cost are competing objectives. Presenting the user with multiple solutions that achieve different trade-offs between these objectives would allow the user to account for their relative importance in each situation, but factors other than the tension between such objectives also motivate the need for multiple solutions (such as the modeling issues described in sub-section III.B). Therefore, generating multiple solutions primarily to allow the user to resolve this tension may not be an appropriate choice in this context.
B. Model, Problem Statement, and Algorithm Issues
Any model is only an approximation of reality and no mathematical optimization problem statement perfectly captures the problem faced in reality. Compromises must always be made to arrive at a tractable problem for which a solution can be found in a reasonable amount of time. There are three major known issues related to our configuration model, the CSA problem, and the algorithm used to solve this problem. The configuration model is incomplete, the CSA problem objective function is imperfect, and algorithmic considerations imply that enforcing a certain desirable type of constraint on advisories would reduce the likelihood of finding a solution in a reasonable amount of time. Each of these issues will be discussed in detail.
Incomplete Model
First, as was alluded to in sub-section II.A, our model of area configurations is incomplete. The main missing component is a mapping of available controllers to operating positions. This component of configurations is excluded from the problem statement because the influence of this component on the safety and efficiency of operations, which depends on controller skill, fatigue, preferences, and personality, is particularly difficult to quantify. Furthermore, controller breaks and controller tasks that do not involve controlling traffic (such as certain training activities) play an important role in this component of configurations. Such constraints would further complicate the model and require additional inputs. Finally, considering this component of configurations would increase the number of possible configurations considerably, which would potentially make finding a good advisory in a reasonable amount of time more difficult. For these reasons, this component of the configuration is left for the supervisor to determine without the assistance of an advisory.
Imperfect Objective Function
Next, the CSA objective function (3) is lacking in a number of ways. First of all, it utilizes an incomplete configuration model and therefore cannot account for relevant components of area operations that are not captured in the model. For example, the model does not capture which human controller is assigned to which operating position. Secondly, the difficulty of quantifying controller workload 25 also makes it difficult to determine when traffic operations in an area would be safe and efficient. The static cost in the CSA problem objective function uses aircraft count divided by open sector MAP as a measure of the workload associated with controlling traffic. This measure of workload does not explicitly take into account many important factors, such as climbing and descending aircraft. 26 The reconfiguration cost penalizes a different sort of controller workload: the effort associated with transitioning from one configuration to another. Relatively little is known about this type of workload. 27, 28 Furthermore, the number of operating positions allocated to each open sector impacts workload, but it is not obvious how to quantify this impact. 29, 30 Thirdly, even if controller workload were known exactly, it is not clear what levels of controller workload facilitate safe and efficient traffic operations. Although the work associated with changing configurations seems to always hinder safe and efficient operations, too much or too little workload might lead to degraded safety and efficiency when controlling traffic in between configuration changes. The relative impact of the two types of controller workload on safe and efficient traffic operations, quantified in the CSA objective function by the β R parameter, is not known. Finally, this β R parameter and many others in the CSA objective function have only been crudely tuned. 8 
Inability to Handle an Important Constraint
Lastly, although the CSA problem statement is capable of handling many constraints that arise when configuring an area, the algorithm currently in use to solve the problem does not easily handle one commonlyrequested type of constraint: once an open sector has been generated by a configuration change, users often request that this open sector not be changed again for at least some period of time (approximately 15-30 minutes). When such a constraint spans multiple configuration time steps, either the configuration model must be changed to keep track of this open sector duration or a different solution algorithm must be utilized. Changing the model would lead to a much larger set of possible solutions and longer algorithm run times, and we have not found a suitable algorithm to handle such constraints when they are enforced but the model is not changed. While appropriate tuning of the β R parameter can ensure that this constraint is usually met, there may still be some proposed advisories that violate it.
C. Acceptability Among Users
We consulted area supervisors, the target users of configuration schedule advisories, during the development of the model and problem statement. In May of 2012, nine supervisors or former supervisors provided input and feedback in a two-day workshop at NASA Ames Research Center. We have also made five visits to three FAA Air Route Traffic Control Centers, including three visits to Cleveland Center.
Area supervisors requested that the lowest-cost advisory be presented along with the advisories achieving the second-and perhaps third-lowest costs. The reason for this request may be that they are aware of the issues with the model and problem statement listed in sub-section III.B. However, the supervisors did trust the model and problem statement enough to request that the advisories be ranked according to the CSA objective function and to request that sufficiently sub-optimal advisories not be displayed. Considerably sub-optimal advisories would rarely be selected over the optimal advisory.
Area supervisors have also requested that the multiple advisories be different. They indicated that two advisories are different if they use different airspace configurations for at least 30 minutes of a two-hour time period. The reason for this request may be that, given two similar advisories, it is unlikely that users would strongly prefer one over the other.
D. Investigation of Sets of Near-Optimal Advisories
We investigated the sets of near-optimal advisories for some realistic problem instances to gain insight into the relationship between the cost of an advisory and its difference from the minimum-cost advisory. If the lowest-cost advisories are typically sufficiently different from the minimum cost advisory, then a constraint on the difference between advisories may not need to be enforced and some existing algorithms for finding a certain number of lowest-cost paths could be used directly. [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] If this is not the case, then the difference constraint will need to be explicitly enforced and a new solution technique may be needed.
Finding Sets of Near-Optimal Advisories
The objective in this sub-section is to find all the configuration advisories that achieve a cost within some fraction of the minimum cost such that each returned advisory uses a different airspace configuration than the other returned advisories during at least one time step. Advisories that only use different operating position or workstation configurations are not meaningfully different and are therefore not considered. To attempt to find these advisories, we used an adaptation of the dynamic programming-based algorithm proposed by Byers and Waterman in Refs. 31 and 32. From each configuration, the algorithm always explores at least one next minimum-cost-to-go configuration (if it meets the cost bound), as well as any other next configuration that meets the cost bound and uses a different airspace configuration than all other explored next configurations. It will return a minimum-cost advisory. The algorithm ensures that each returned advisory will use a different airspace configuration than all other returned advisories in at least one configuration time step, and that each returned advisory achieves the cost bound. It does not ensure that all advisories meeting these criteria will be returned. It also does not guarantee that it will return the lowest-cost option from among all the advisories that use the same airspace configurations in the same time steps (with the exception of the minimum-cost airspace configurations). Although this algorithm allows us to explore this set of advisories, the set can be large and the algorithm can take tens of minutes to execute, making it unacceptable for use in a decision-support tool.
Problem Instances
All of the problem instances involved the five sectors in ZOB AoS 4 (see Fig. 1(a) ). The algorithm was restricted to select from the eight airspace configurations that were used operationally during the last couple of months of 2011. There were 86 configurations of airspace and operating positions that could be generated from these airspace configurations.
The configuration time step was set to five minutes (∆ = 5) and the traffic time step was set to one minute (δ = 1). The problem instances were two hours long, so they include 24 configuration time steps (K = 24). The cost function parameters were set to values very similar to the default values in Ref. 8 . The value of β R was set to 1.
The algorithm searched for a set of near-optimal advisories for 18 CSA problem instances. These problem instances span two relatively high-traffic-volume dates (Thursday 01 December 2011 and Tuesday 06 December 2011) and nine two-hour time periods (6 am-8 am, . . ., 10 pm-midnight local time). The advisories were required to achieve a cost within 25% of the minimum cost (i.e. advisory cost ≤ minimum cost × 1.25). Other than the constraint that the initial configuration be the configuration that was in use historically at that time, no other constraints were imposed.
Results
The number of advisories returned by the algorithm for each problem instance is shown in Table 1 . There is considerable variation from problem instance to problem instance in the number of returned near-optimal advisories. For three problem instances, only a single near-optimal advisory was found (the minimumcost advisory) but from 20:00-22:00 on 06 December 2011 there were 1140 such advisories returned by the algorithm. There does not appear to be an obvious relationship between the time of day and the number of returned near-optimal advisories. Figure 2 shows the cumulative distribution of the costs of the returned advisories, expressed as a fraction of the minimum cost, for three representative problem instances. The number of advisories appears to increase exponentially as the fraction of minimum cost increases, but the exponent that best captures the relationship varies considerably from instance to instance. We are not only interested in the size of the set of near-optimal advisories but also in the degree of difference between advisories in this set. To get a feel for the diversity of the set for each problem instance, we investigated the distribution of the difference between each advisory in the set and the minimum-cost advisory. Difference is quantified as the number of minutes in which the advisories use different airspace configurations. Figure 3 shows this distribution for each of the instances. Instances are numbered chronologically. The area of each point is proportional to the number of advisories achieving a particular level of difference from the minimum-cost advisory.
Although the near-minimum cost advisories are more likely to achieve lower levels of difference from the minimum-cost advisory than higher levels of difference, there is no obvious pattern in the distributions across instances. The distributions tend to be relatively uniform over their support, which can exceed 100 minutes but may also be less than 20 minutes. The algorithm was able to find at least one near-optimal advisory that used different airspace configurations than the minimum-cost advisory for 30 minutes or more in 15 of the 18 problem instances.
Finally, we investigated the relationship between the cost of second-lowest-cost advisories and how different they are from the minimum-cost advisory. In Fig. 4 , each point shows the fraction of optimality and difference achieved by the second-lowest-cost returned advisory. Different colors and/or symbols are used for different problem instances. In only five of the 18 instances is the second-lowest-cost advisory different enough from the minimum-cost advisory to meet the 30-minute threshold suggested by area supervisors. The second-lowest-cost advisory would be even less likely to be sufficiently different from the minimum-cost advisory if we did not search only through advisories that use different airspace configurations in at least one time step.
Overall, this investigation indicates that it will not be sufficient to simply return the lowest-cost advisories. These advisories will frequently be too similar to be worth the supervisor's attention individually. However, this analysis also indicates that it is not uncommon to find an advisory with a cost that is within 25% of the minimum cost and that also uses different airspace configurations than the minimum-cost advisory for 30 minutes. This is encouraging, assuming such advisories could be found in a computationally-efficient manner.
IV. Multiple Advisories Problem Statement
Motivated by the factors discussed in Section III, the CSA problem is extended to require that the solution consist of a set of M advisories. Each advisory must be valid and the first returned advisory must be a minimum-cost advisory. Each other returned advisory must achieve a cost value that is within some fraction of the minimum cost value. Finally, each pair of returned advisories must be sufficiently different according to a difference metric.
The problem statement is
C m k ∈ C k , k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , K, m = 1, 2, . . . , M
C
Here C M = {C 1 , . . . , C M } is the set of M advisories that make up a solution to the problem. Constraint (6) enforces that there be M advisories. The objective (5) is to minimize the sum of the costs of the M advisories. Constraint (7) ensures that each advisory is valid. Constraint (8) requires that the first advisory be an optimal advisory for a CSA problem instance with configuration constraints C and traffic situation data T . Constraint (9) requires that all of the additional advisories achieve a cost value within a fraction ε of the minimum cost. Finally, constraint (10) requires that each pair of advisories be sufficiently different according to an advisory difference metric Φ : C × C → R + . This is referred to as the M ε-Optimal d-Distinct Configuration Schedule Advisories (M -ε-d-CSAs) problem.
Advisory Difference Metric
The advisory difference metric Φ maps a pair of configurations from C to a non-negative real number. It could take many forms, but in this paper it will be defined as
where φ : C k × C k → R + is a configuration difference metric. It defines a difference between valid configurations. For this paper, the configuration difference metric is
Pairs of configurations that use different airspace configurations (sets of open sectors) in the same time step achieve a configuration difference of 1, while all other pairs of configurations achieve a configuration difference of 0. Therefore, when using this advisory difference metric, constraint (10) requires that the two advisories in each pair of returned advisories utilize different airspace configurations for d time steps. Sub-section III.C describes feedback from potential advisory users that motivates this metric. Differences in operating position or workstation configurations corresponding to the same airspace configuration were not regarded as significant.
V. Sequential Distinct A * Algorithm
We developed a heuristic algorithm to solve the M -ε-d-CSAs problem. It runs the well-known A * algorithm for computing shortest paths 33, 34 M times, so it is referred to as the Sequential Distinct A * (SDA * ) heuristic. The computational complexity of the SDA * heuristic is on the order of M times the computational complexity of the A * algorithm.
A high-level description of the SDA * heuristic is provided in Algorithm 1. A different single-time step configuration cost function is used within the A * algorithm each time it is called. When finding the first advisory, A * uses the CSA problem single-time step configuration cost g k specified in eq. (2). When searching for the second through M th advisories, SDA * adjusts the cost used within A * so that the cost rewards configurations with low g k values as well as those that are different from the corresponding configurations in the m−1 previously-discovered advisories (see eq. (13)). An algorithm weighting parameter λ ≥ 0 determines the relative importance of the two terms in this adjusted cost. The adjusted cost also makes use of Φ max and φ max , which are the maximum possible advisory and configuration difference metric values, respectively (see eq. (11) and (12)). Terms in the adjusted cost are normalized by J ⋆ , (m − 1), and (Φ max − d + 1) to increase the likelihood that the first term and the term multiplied by λ are roughly the same magnitude across problem instances and while searching for subsequent advisories. Hopefully, this in turn increases the likelihood that a particular λ value can consistently perform well. 
VI. Sample Illustrative Problem Instance
An example problem instance was designed to illustrate and motivate the problem statement. This problem instance was designed such that appropriate advisories would be obvious, enabling a straightforward discussion of the advisories requested by the problem statement. Except for the traffic, this problem instance is identical to the instances in Ref. 8 , which were designed with the help of subject-matter experts to illustrate the nature of the CSA problem and its solutions.
A. Setup
The example problem instance is based on ZOB AoS 4. The shapes of the five sectors in AoS 4 of ZOB as of 20 October 2011 are shown in Fig. 1 (a) and a sample configuration of the area is depicted in Figs. 1 (b) and (c).
The two-hour time horizon selected for this instance ran from 13:00 to 15:00 UTC on 1 December 2011, which is 08:00 to 10:00 local time at ZOB. Synthetic constraints specifying the sets of valid configurations C k for each time step were constructed to demonstrate characteristics of the problem statement. The scheduled range of number of operating positions is shown in The configuration schedule advisories must satisfy a few other constraints. For the first 15 minutes, the sectors ZOB45, ZOB46, and ZOB48 were required to be open sectors on their own and controlled with two operating positions. Furthermore, during this first 15 minutes, sectors ZOB47 and ZOB49 were required to be combined into a single open sector that was controlled by a single R-side operating position working at the workstation used for ZOB49 when ZOB49 operates as an open sector on its own. This configuration is depicted in Fig. 1 (b) A synthetic traffic scenario was also constructed. The aircraft counts for ZOB45, ZOB46, and ZOB48 are not important because constraints prevent changes in the configuration of these sectors. Figure 6 The configuration time step size for these example problem instances was set to ∆ = 5 minutes, so there were 24 configuration time steps in the two-hour time horizon. The traffic time step was set to δ = 1 minute. The reconfiguration weight and the other parameters were set to the default values specified in Ref. 8 , so β R = 1.75. Parameters unique to the M -ε-d-CSAs problem statement request two advisories (M = 2) that use different airspace reconfigurations for at least 30 minutes (d = 6 because each time step is five minutes long). The first advisory is required to be a minimum-cost advisory, and the second is required to achieve a cost that is within 25% of the minimum cost (ε = 0.25). The SDA * λ parameter, which determines the relative importance in the adjusted cost (13) of finding low-cost advisories and finding different advisories, was set to 0.11875.
B. Results
The minimum-cost configuration schedule advisory returned by the SDA * heuristic is shown in Fig. 7 and the relevant open sector loads are shown in Fig. 8 . The number of operating positions allocated to each open sector is shown in parentheses. The advisory uses the required starting configuration between 13:00 and 13:35 UTC. At 13:35 UTC, the advisory uses the eighth operating position that became available at 13:15 UTC to assign a D-side operating position to the open sector consisting of ZOB47 and ZOB49. This advisory is appropriate because the open sector load is at an appropriate level for two operating positions during this period (see Fig. 8 ) and because the advisory selects a low-reconfiguration-effort time for the reconfiguration. The static cost of this minimum-cost advisory is 19.1 and the (β R -weighted) reconfiguration cost is 7.1, so the minimum cost is 26.2.
[47, 49](1)
[46] (2) [45] (2) [48](2) (a) Configuration for 13:00-13:35 UTC.
[46] (2) [45] (2) [48] (2) [47, 49](2) If the minimum-cost advisory were implemented, the open sector load would reach the MAP value during a few minutes after 14:00 UTC in the open sector consisting of ZOB47 and ZOB49. Even with two operating positions, such open sector loads are slightly higher than is typically preferred for safe and efficient traffic operations (see the static workload cost in Ref. 8 for details). Therefore, it may also be appropriate to split this open sector and operate ZOB47 and ZOB49 as separate open sectors. This is exactly what the second configuration schedule advisory suggests. The second advisory returned by SDA * is shown in Fig. 9 and the relevant open sector loads are shown in Fig. 10 . The advisory uses the required starting configuration between 13:00 and 13:35 UTC. From 13:35-15:00 UTC, the advisory uses a configuration with eight operating positions in which ZOB47 and ZOB49 each operate as open sectors and each is allocated a single operating position. This advisory is appropriate because the two new open sectors experience loads that are acceptable when they are monitored by a single R-side operating position (see Fig. 10 ). The load in the open sector consisting of ZOB49 is slightly lower than is ideal, and the load in the open sector consisting of ZOB47 is sometimes slightly higher than is ideal, but the loads are often in a safe and efficient range during this interval. Furthermore, the advisory selects a relatively low-reconfiguration-effort time to perform the required airspace reconfiguration. The static cost of this advisory is 18.4 and the (β R -weighted) reconfiguration cost is 14.0, so the total cost is 32.4. This is 23.7% larger than the minimum cost, so the cost constraint (9) is satisfied for ε = 0.25. Also, this advisory uses different airspace configurations than the minimum-cost advisory in 17 of the 24 time steps, which satisfies the difference constraint (10) . An area supervisor could further evaluate these advisories based on factors not considered by the problem model and objective to judge which should be selected for implementation.
[46] (2) [45] (2) [48] (2) [47](1) [49] (1) [49](1) Figure 10 . Open sector loads for the second returned advisory.
VII. Problem Instances Based on Historical Data
The heuristic algorithm was also run on problem instances based on the historical data utilized in subsection III.D. These instances are use the same data and cost function parameters as were used in subsection III.D. The heuristic's solutions to M -ε-d-CSAs problem instances based on these historical situations are presented to further motivate the problem statement, as well as to provide further evidence that the heuristic algorithm can provide adequate sets of advisories. For these problem instances, we used the same M -ε-d-CSAs problem parameters as used in Section VI (M = 2, ε = 0.25, d = 6). Again, the SDA * λ parameter was set to 0.11875. Figure 11 plots the fraction of minimum cost and difference from the minimum-cost advisory for the second advisory returned by the SDA * heuristic for each of these problem instances. Figure 4 is the corresponding plot of the results when a more exhaustive search was conducted for near-optimal advisories with a less restrictive constraint on the difference between returned advisories. The results of that more exhaustive search indicated that a feasible second advisory for these M -ε-d-CSAs problem instances existed for at least 15 of the 18 instances (see Fig. 3 ). The heuristic algorithm found a feasible second advisory for all 15 of these instances. As required by the problem instance specification, none of the second advisories use different airspace configurations than the minimum-cost advisory for less than 30 minutes. Eleven of the advisories use different airspace configurations for an hour or more. As required by the problem instance specification, all 15 second advisories achieve costs within 25% of the minimum cost. Ten of the advisories achieve costs that are within 10% of the minimum cost. The algorithms were coded in Java and executed on a MacPro workstation with a Quad-Core Intel Xeon 2.8 GHz processor and 4 GB of memory. The heuristic algorithm solved each problem instance in less than one second. The more exhaustive search documented in sub-section III.D required up to 20 minutes per problem instance.
VIII. Conclusions
In this paper, we motivate the need for presenting area supervisors with multiple low-cost and distinct area configuration schedule advisories. First, related research from artificial intelligence, operations research, and air traffic management demonstrates the value of presenting decision-makers with multiple distinct advisories. However, no approach in the literature was found that directly applies to the generation of multiple area configuration advisories, so a new problem statement and solution approach are needed. Second, presenting such advisories to a decision-maker is important because any model and problem objective function are incomplete and imperfect. Third, area supervisors themselves requested multiple good and distinct advisories for their consideration. Fourth, an investigation of the set of near-optimal advisories indicates that more often than not the lowest-cost advisories are too similar to be useful, motivating the need for a constraint enforcing advisory distinctness.
Based on this motivation, the M -ε-d-CSAs problem statement is specified. This problem is an extension of a single-advisory problem statement defined in previous work. 8 It requests a set of M advisories such that one is optimal and the others are within a fraction ε of the minimum cost. Each pair of advisories must use different airspace configurations for d or more configuration time steps to ensure that each advisory is sufficiently distinct from the others in the set. Hopefully, at least one advisory in the set of returned advisories will perform well enough to be implemented with respect to all relevant factors, whether accurately captured in the problem model and objective or not.
To further illustrate and motivate the new problem statement, we specify a synthetic M -ε-d-CSAs problem instance and solve it with a novel heuristic based on the A * algorithm and referred to as Sequential Distinct A * . Since the advisories in the solution are distinct but both achieve relatively low costs (both within 25% of the minimum cost), an area supervisor could further evaluate them based on factors not considered by the problem model and objective to judge which should be selected for implementation. Finally, Sequential Distinct A * solutions for 18 problem instances based on historical data demonstrate that the algorithm can return feasible advisories in a relatively small amount of time. More concretely, in addition to a minimum-cost advisory, a distinct second advisory with a cost that is within 25% of the minimum cost was returned for 15 of the 18 instances. The algorithm returned a solution in less than one second for each problem instance when executed on a workstation computer.
